primary sources, invalidates the book in general, even though its second part, which deals with anarchism in modern and current China, is undoubtedly stronger than the first. Actually, the book improves from chapter to chapter, so the last two -which deal with extra-Party and inner-Party neoanarchist critiques of the state in the People's Republic of China -are, indeed, the best; they are well written and are highly informative. However, in what follows, I shall focus exclusively on the first part, which is essential for the author's project to "help nonChina specialists to see anarchism as not just a Euro-American concept" ( p. 3) and which is, unfortunately, the weakest.
Weaknesses of Rapp's first chapters are manifold. To begin with, they are written so haphazardly that one may well believe that the manuscript was never edited by either the author or the publisher. The chapters are full of inaccuracies and typos. These include wrong transliterations (e.g., Shen Nong 神農 and Xu . 5 The Da tong utopia also had a particularly considerable impact on early twentieth-century Chinese anarchists. 6 By ignoring it altogether, Rapp significantly impoverishes his discussion. This pseudo-translation has nothing to do with the original text:
People are starving, it is because too much of their grain is taken by taxes; hence they are starving. The people are unruly; it is because their superiors are too active; hence they are unruly.
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In the original Laozi, there is no accusation of "the rich" but just of "superiors"
(shang 上); there is neither rebellion nor oppression but rather unruliness (bu zhi 不治) of the people and excessive activism (youwei 有爲) of the leaders. Thus, the text of Le Guin is just her own invention rather than translation from the original.
To base an argument on this pseudo-translation, as Rapp does, is detrimental to the scholarly integrity of his study. Yet this choice of Le Guin may not be accidental. Eager to prove his point of the Laozi's supposed anarchism, Rapp repeatedly selects those passages from the text that are conducive to his thesis and ignores the others. Thus, Rapp never explains why the supposedly anarchist text, the Laozi, repeatedly advises the audience how to "attain All under Heaven" (de tianxia 得天下), how to "love the people and order the state" (ai min zhi guo 愛民治國), or how to stay "above the people" (shang min 上民), without causing commotion.
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In my eyes, these are clearly ruler-oriented passages (as are many other in the text). Chinese history would be inexcusable even for an undergraduate student. 
